
Background- Venezuela1 
 
Once Latin America’s wealthiest country, since the early 2000s, Venezuela has suffered 
catastrophic economic and social collapse.2 In 1998, voters rejected a decade of repressive, 
corrupt conservative leadership to elect Colonel Hugo Chávez, a charismatic leftist who 
promised to end Venezuela’s economic and racial inequalities. Instead, he drove the economy 
into the ground and withdrew from the Inter-American Court of Human Rights in the face of 
dozens of cases challenging his violent repression of political opponents and defiance of the law. 
Today, Venezuelans are starving and Chávez’s handpicked successor, Nicolas Maduro, is barely 
hanging on to power as massive riots engulf the nation’s capital, Caracas. 
 
Venezuela’s colonial period left it with economic inequalities tied to racial divisions. When 
Christopher Columbus first reached Venezuela in 1498, it was inhabited by Arawak and Carib 
Indians who lived as hunters, gatherers, and fishers. After an extended and unsuccessful search 
for gold, the Spanish established “encomiendas”, large farms owned by Spanish colonialists and 
worked by Indigenous people and African slaves. This economic system created a population 
split between wealthy white creoles and working class mixed-race mestizos, with smaller 
populations of blacks and indigenous peoples.3 Despite their elite statute within Venezuela, 
many Creoles deeply resented Spanish control and repeatedly rebelled, most persistently under 
the leadership of Simón Bolívar. In 1823, Bolívar finally led the country to independence with 
the vital support of José Antonio Páez, a mestizo ranch hand who led an army of llaneros 
(cowboys). With Venezuela independent, Bolívar set off to free the rest of Latin America, 
including Colombia, Ecuador, Panama, Peru, and his namesake, Bolivia. However, Páez, like 
most Venezuelans, became increasingly disillusioned with Bolívar’s dream of a united Latin 
America as Venezuelan casualties and costs grew. Between 1826 and 1830, Páez led a successful 
movement to establish Venezuela as an independent republic with himself as its president.  
 
From its independence to the 1950s, Venezuela was ruled by a series of caudillos (military 
dictators) with varying degrees of economic skill and commitment to human rights. Páez was a 
gifted political and economic leader but, like other members of his Conservative Party, supported 
continuing slavery and restricting voting to landowners. In 1848, Páez was forced into exile by 
the Liberal Party, which passed laws abolishing slavery and extending voting to all adult men. 
However, the dictatorial behavior of the first two Liberal Presidents, brothers José Tadeo and 
José Gregorio Monagas, quickly alienated even their fellow Liberals and touched off a decades-
long series of coups, counter-coups, and civil wars. In 1899, the presidency was seized by 
General Cipriano Castro, who was as ruthless as he was ineffective. While Castro embezzled to 
support his own extravagant lifestyle, he refused to pay Venezuela’s foreign debts, prompting 
Britain, Italy, and Germany to blockade its ports in 1902. Castro’s behavior also inspired 
repeated domestic rebellions, which had to be put down by his vice president, General Juan 
Vicente Gómez. Finally, the exasperated Gómez overthrew Castro himself. Gómez proved to be 
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even more ruthless than Castro but also much more economically adept. Gómez used the police 
and the military to imprison, exile, and kill his political opponents, bringing the legislature, 
judiciary, and press under his control. However, he also ably managed the discovery of oil, using 
the money to create jobs, build infrastructure, and pay off the foreign debt. 
 
From the 1950s through the 1970s, Venezuela enjoyed strong oil revenues and a successful 
transition to democracy. In 1945, the Acción Democrática Party overthrew the government, 
introduced policies designed to distribute oil wealth throughout society, established women’s 
suffrage, and held the country’s first direct election for President. In 1948, the military ousted 
Acción Democrática’s newly elected president but the precedent had been set and, in 1958, 
voters again elected an Acción Democrática president, Romulo Betancourt. In 1964, Betancourt 
peacefully handed power over to his elected successor, the first democratic transition in 
Venezuela’s history. During the 1960s, Venezuela struggled with an economic slump and a 
small-scale guerilla movement that believed Acción Democrática had lost its commitment to 
social justice. The slump dramatically reversed in the 1970s, during the presidency of Acción 
Democrática politician Carlos Andrés Pérez Rodríguez, after Venezuela and its fellow OPEC 
members participated in an oil embargo that caused a spike in oil prices and a boom in 
Venezuela’s economy. Colombians, Ecuadorians, and Dominicans flocked to Venezuela hoping 
to find jobs building its gleaming new high rises.4 Venezuelans enjoyed luxury goods, new cars, 
and flights to Miami for shopping sprees.5 
 
However, in the 1980s, the oil market crashed, revealing that the prosperity had been illusory and 
prompting the government to implement harsh austerity measures and crackdowns. Even at the 
oil market’s height most of the money was concentrated in the hands of a small elite, never 
reaching the majority of the population. The government did not save adequately for the 
inevitable downturn and, with oil revenues soaring, voters looked the other way when 
government officials skimmed money off the top.6 As a result, the crash in the oil market caused 
skyrocketing inflation, unemployment, and foreign debt. In 1989, voters nostalgic for better 
times re-elected Pérez.7 However, Pérez continued to implement austerity measures, including an 
increase in gas prices that prompted a corresponding increasing in bus fares. Struggling to afford 
the commute to work and school, residents of Caracas’ suburbs protested and then rioted, 
burning vehicles and looting stores. In response, Pérez suspended parts of the Constitution, 
imposed a curfew, and ordered the military to suppress the riots. The military implemented the 
“Plan Ávila” for regaining control of the capital, firing at crowds indiscriminately and killing 
hundreds, including innocent bystanders.8 The week of violence became known as the Caracazo 
(Caracas smash) and marked a decisive turn for the negative.  
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Throughout the 1990s, the worsening economy and continuing authoritarianism and corruption 
led to repeated attempts to force Pérez from power, culminating in his replacement by Colonel 
Hugo Chávez. Chávez was part of a small leftist movement within the military and first came to 
prominence in 1992 when he led a coup against Pérez. The coup failed, but Chávez gained 
attention and respect for his televised speech accepting responsibility for the coup, admitting 
defeat, and telling supporters to lay down their arms “por ahora” (for now).9 The coup only 
worsened the repression and the government used it as an excuse to fatally shoot dozens of 
prisoners at the Detention Center of Catia, known as “Hell” for its overcrowding, violent riots, 
sewage covered yard, and physically and sexually abusive guards. Guards claimed the prisoners 
rioted in support of the coup, while prisoners claimed that guards lured them out of their cells 
and then shot them for “escaping.”10 Pérez survived a second coup later the same year but was 
finally impeached in 1993 after voters learned that he had used $17.8 million in government 
funds to provide protection for his friend, Nicaraguan President Violeta Barrios de Chamorro. 
Pérez and several of his ministers were arrested for embezzlement and misappropriation of 
public funds. However, an Inter-American Court of Human Rights case found that Venezuelan 
judges had improperly and repeatedly interrogated one of the ministers, without advising him he 
was a suspect or providing him with an attorney, and had kept him in pretrial detention for longer 
than his actual sentence.11 
 
Meanwhile, Chávez had also been kept in pretrial detention since his coup attempt. The 
government finally released him in 1994, without ever bringing charges. Once free, Chávez 
successfully won the 1998 presidential election, promising to implement leftist political and 
economic reforms to correct Venezuela’s high poverty, unemployment, and inflation. In foreign 
policy, Chávez allied with Cuba and created a front of like-minded anti-U.S. states, called the 
Bolivarian Alliance for the Peoples of Our America (Alianza Bolivariana para los Pueblos de 
Nuestra América; “ALBA”), with Cuba, Nicaragua, Bolivia and Ecuador and a handful of 
Caribbean nations. 
 
Chávez began his reforms by replacing the Constitution, the judiciary, and the legislature. As he 
had promised during his campaign, he established a Constitutional Assembly whose goal was to 
replace the 1958 Constitution, designed to keep leftists out of power, with a new Constitution, 
designed to allow more of Chávez’s allies into Congress and to promote social justice.12 In the 
summer of 1999, voters elected pro-Chávez candidates to the Constitutional Assembly, which set 
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to work not only drafting a new Constitution but also removing judges accused of corruption and 
limiting the powers of the National Assembly.13 Venezuela’s Supreme Court upheld the reforms 
but its chief justice resigned in protest.14 As Venezuelans prepared to vote on the new 
Constitution in December 1999, torrential rains caused massive coastal flooding and mudslides 
that killed thousands.15 In the midst of the natural disaster, the Constitutional Assembly 
dissolved Congress, replaced the Supreme Court with the Supreme Tribunal, and dismissed an 
official investigating corruption allegations against Chávez.16 The new Constitution passed on 
December 15, establishing expansive protections for human rights and social justice.17 However, 
the authoritarian way Chávez had pushed the Constitution through intensified the divide between 
Chávez’s supporters, who welcomed the reforms, and his opponents, who accused Chávez of 
shutting them out of the political process.18 
 
Arguably, the least effective of Chávez’s reforms were his attempts to combat Venezuela’s 
longstanding problems with police and military violence. Police and the military routinely 
attacked and killed both real and suspected criminals with impunity. In October 1988, 
Venezuelan state police patrolling the Colombian border mistook a group of fishermen for drug 
smugglers affiliated with the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia (Fuerzas Armadas 
Revolucionarias de Colombia, “FARC”), a communist guerilla group that had established bases 
in the area. Police opened fire on the fishermen, killing fourteen. When the two surviving 
fishermen sought refuge with local police, the state police and military attempted to seize them, 
continuing to insist that they were drug smugglers.19 In 1996, a police officer told a resident of a 
Caracas suburb that he would kill her sons and didn’t care if she told anyone because no one 
would do anything. Both sons were subsequently shot to death by police or vigilantes; one son 
was just seventeen.20 The new Constitution included expansive protections against such abuses, 
mandating prompt access to attorneys, families, and judges and prohibiting arbitrary arrests, 
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disappearances, torture, and cruel, inhumane, and degrading treatment.21 However, much of 
Chávez’s distrust of police stemmed from his strong identification with the military and his fear 
that armed police could serve as a source of coups. 22 As a result, Chávez’s own commitment to 
the Constitutional protections was lacking, even in the midst of the Constitutional referendum. 
When looting broke out following the December 1999 coastal flooding, Chávez removed police 
from areas they normally patrolled and instead sent in the military, who beat and disappeared 
suspected looters.23 Chávez also demanded that the mayor of Caracas (a former ally) place the 
Caracas Metropolitan Police under military control and, when the mayor refused, punished 
Caracas by defunding its police, hospitals, and schools.24 For their part, police and the military 
suspected Chávez’s real goal was to stop them from combatting crimes committed by the 
communist FARC guerillas and by Chávez’s urban, working class supporters.25 Venezuela’s 
crime rate soared and the poorly trained, poorly paid police force routinely violated the 
Constitution’s protections, arbitrarily searching, arresting, beating, and killing the citizens they 
were supposed to protect. 26 Despite high profile efforts to combat police corruption,27 police 
routinely retaliated against citizens who made complaints against them. When the Barrios family 
pursued criminal charges against police officers who shot to death a family member in front of 
them, police pursued a decades long vendetta against the family threatening to kill and probably 
actually killing multiple Barrios children.28 
 
Chávez’s anti-poverty programs were initially successful and popular but his heavy-handed 
implementation of them generated growing concern from his supporters and violence from the 
opposition. Aided by soaring oil prices, Chávez initiated a flurry of anti-poverty initiatives that 
halved unemployment, reduced extreme poverty to a third of its former levels, and doubled the 
GDP per capita.29 However, Chávez’s old military comrade and Minister of Finance, General 
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Francisco Usón Ramírez, grew increasingly alarmed by Chávez’s habit of spontaneously 
announcing programs the government could not actually afford and by the poor planning and 
management of programs, which allowed waste and embezzlement to flourish.30 Chávez’s 
autocratic approach to pushing programs through also generated widespread resentment. In 2000, 
with the economy still struggling, the legislature passed an enabling act that granted Chávez 
emergency powers to issue laws by decree. In November 2001, the day before the act expired, 
Chávez passed a package of 49 laws, including a land reform law redistributing land from large 
land owners to campesiños (peasants).31 Chávez’s opponents saw the laws as a blatant attempt to 
redistribute land to his supporters.32 In Caracas, protestors participated in a national strike, held 
marches, and banged pots and pans in cacerolazos (casserole strikes). In regions on the 
Colombian border, landowners turned violent. Already disgusted by Chávez’s perceived 
tolerance for FARC, landowners and law enforcement recruited Colombian paramilitary groups 
to kill campesiños, activists, and attorneys who sought to enforce the law.33 Even Chávez’s 
supporters were shaken by the way Chávez had forced the laws through and the controversy 
prompted Chávez’s Minister of Justice and the Interior to resign.34 
 
Unfortunately, Chávez was deeply unwilling to hear criticism and quickly became embroiled in a 
battle with Venezuela’s television stations. Chávez complained that media criticism of him was 
unfair and unpatriotic and dubbed Venezuela’s four major television stations “the four horsemen 
of the apocalypse.”35 Taking their cues from the president, Chávez supporters formed groups 
called “Bolivarian Circles” that harassed and attacked journalists covering anti-Chávez protests, 
hitting, kicking, and throwing rocks, eggs, and dirty water at them.36 The violence against 
reporters only hardened their opposition to Chávez, with many openly supporting and 
encouraging viewers to join the protests against him.37 Usón and other moderate members of the 
military became increasingly concerned that Chávez was ignoring and even encouraging 
violence by the Bolivarian Circles, to the extent that more militant members of the military 
openly discussed using them as a paramilitary force to disrupt opposition protests.38  
 
In April 2002, tensions between Chávez supporters and opponents exploded into a short-lived 
coup.39 On April 7, Chávez publically fired board members of the state oil company, Petroleum 
of Venezuela (Petroleos de Venezeula S.A.; PDVSA) for refusing to cooperate with his economic 
programs. The response was a massive strike and accompanying march, joined by PDVSA 
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workers, conservatives, moderate socialists, and hardline communists alike. Huge crowds 
descended on the presidential palace, Miraflores, where they were met by Bolivarian Circle 
members. Both sides threw rocks and concrete chunks at one another and Bolivarian Circle 
members began shooting protestors and journalists, prompting the Caracas Metropolitan Police 
to shoot back. Seeking to regain control, Chávez ordered the military to implement “Plan Ávila” 
for the first time since the Caracazo. Appalled by the order to attack their own people, military 
leaders refused to implement the plan, instead replacing Chávez with conservative politician 
Pedro Carmona. Fortunately for Chávez, Carmona swiftly alienated virtually everyone outside of 
his small conservative clique. In front of a cheering crowd of wealthy supporters, Carmona 
issued a decree (the Carmona Decree), reversing the 49 laws passed under the enabling act, 
announcing a return to the 1958 Constitution, dissolving the Supreme Tribunal, and sending the 
National Guard to shut down the National Assembly.40 Carmona distributed plum government 
positions to his wealthy friends, shutting out both the union and military leaders who had 
supported him. However, the military promptly withdrew its support from Carmona and swore in 
Chávez’s vice president, who swiftly reinstated Chávez. 
 
Following the coup, Chávez accused the United States of having plotted to overturn him and 
cracked down on dissent, rewarding his supporters and taking revenge on his opponents. The 
government refused to renew the broadcasting license of one of the stations it accused of 
supporting the coup and seized its building and equipment to use for a government-run station.41 
The Bolivarian Circles escalated their attacks on journalists, attacking them with sticks and 
pipes, shooting at them, stealing equipment, and setting fires to cars and parking lots, often while 
the National Guard and police stood idly by.42 Usón had privately resigned as Minister of 
Finance during the coup,43 and, after Chávez’s return, he was first formally removed as Minister 
and then dismissed from the military when he continued to criticize the government. Undeterred, 
Usón joined the opposition and participated in the 2003 firmazo, collecting signatures to initiate 
a recall election against the president, a process authorized by the 1999 Constitution.44 In 2004, 
Usón appeared on TV to discuss eight soldiers who had been tortured with a flamethrower for 
signing the firmazo, killing two. Although Usón merely explained how a flamethrower worked, a 
military court convicted him of criminal slander, sending him to prison for five and a half 
years.45 The government also prosecuted Leopoldo López Mendoza, a former PDVSA analyst 
who had left to found an opposition party and successfully run for mayor of a wealthy Caracas 
suburb. López had enthusiastically supported the protest march and, during the coup, had 
personally arrested the Interior Minister for ordering the shootings of protestors. In 2005, the 
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Comptroller General and Supreme Tribunal accused López of corruption and disqualified him 
from holding public office for three years. When López Mendoza continued to actively support 
anti-government protests, the government imprisoned him for inciting violence.46 
 
Accompanying Chávez’s crackdown on dissent was his growing disrespect for the courts. 
Chávez restructured Venezuela’s judiciary when he first took office in 1998. Sixty-six to eighty 
percent of the judiciary became composed of easily removed provisional judges, highly 
vulnerable to government pressure.47 From 2004 onwards, a series of provisional judges filed 
complaints alleging that they had been dismissed, harassed, and threatened for ruling against the 
government.48 Even the Supreme Tribunal was not immune. When they ruled that the 
government did not have enough evidence to prosecute many of the suspected coup participants, 
Chávez responded by packing the court with additional justices who overturned the previous 
ruling and re-initiated the prosecutions, forcing the suspected coup participants to flee the 
country.49 With Venezuela’s highest court now firmly pro-government, opponents had little 
domestic recourse or ability to enforce international judgments. When the Inter-American Court 
of Human Rights ruled that the sanctions against López were illegal and must be lifted, the 
Supreme Tribunal refused to obey the order.50 Finally, in 2003, police arrested opposition 
member Raúl José Díaz Peña on suspicion of participating in a bombing of the Colombian and 
Spanish embassies.51 Díaz spent four years and five months in pretrial detention, his health 
deteriorating due to inadequate prison conditions and abuse by guards. When the Inter-American 
Court of Human Rights found that Díaz had been held in inhumane conditions, Chávez accused 
the Court of siding with terrorism. On September 10, 2012, Venezuela formally denounced the 
American Convention on Human Rights and withdrew its acceptance of jurisdiction of the Inter-
American Court, preventing it from adjudicating future violations of human rights in the 
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country.52 Although Venezuela remains bound by decisions issued before its withdrawal, it has 
persistently refused to enforce them.53 
 
In the 2010s, Chávez died, the economy collapsed, and Venezuela fell apart. When Chávez 
passed away from cancer in 2013, he left the presidency to his chosen successor, former bus 
driver and trade union leader Nicolás Maduro. The following year, oil prices crashed, and, thanks 
to pervasive mismanagement and corruption, spending by Chávez’s ambitious social programs 
soon outstripped the oil funding from PDVSA they relied upon.54 Maduro responded to falling 
oil prices by printing money, setting price controls, and fixing the currency exchange rate.55 The 
result was hyperinflation and an inability to import basic goods. Hospitals were left with no 
medicine, stores were empty, and Venezuelans lined up for hours with bags of cash to buy food 
on the black market.56 Tuberculosis surged throughout Venezuela and AIDS spread among rural 
indigenous communities.57 After food looting broke out, Maduro gave the military control of the 
food supply, simultaneously buying the military’s loyalty by allowing them to enrich themselves 
on the black market and winning greater control over citizens now heavily dependent on scanty 
government food boxes.58 Nevertheless, protests spread from the wealthy, conservative suburbs 
to the impoverished shanty towns that had formed Chávez’s traditional base.59 Members of the 
Bolivarian Circles alternately participated in attacks on protestors and turned criminal, 
committing kidnappings, car jackings, and robberies.60 The military and police beat, 
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electrocuted, and murdered protestors and suspected criminals alike.61 The government 
repeatedly arrested, released, and then re-arrested López and other political opponents, accusing 
them of a range of offenses including corruption, extortion, plotting violent attacks, and failing to 
cooperate in suppressing protests.62  
 
The last thin veneers of democracy faded as Maduro replaced the legislature and manipulated 
elections. In the December 2015 elections, voters gave the opposition control of the National 
Assembly but the Supreme Tribunal refused to seat four opposition legislators due to alleged 
voting irregularities, denying the opposition a supermajority. Over the next two years, the 
Supreme Tribunal systematically struck down laws passed by the opposition and finally 
dissolved the National Assembly in March 2017, paving the way for the election of a new 
Constituent Assembly packed with Maduro supporters and authorized to rewrite the 
Constitution.63 The Constituent Assembly gave itself authority to pass legislation, nullifying the 
role of the National Assembly. At first, the National Assembly defiantly continued to meet and 
pass laws but, over time, it gradually withered away, with too few legislators showing up to form 
a quorum.64 Maduro and his supporters easily won elections for regional governorships in 2017 
and for the presidency in 2018, after the government banned most of the major opposition parties 
and jailed many of their leaders, prompting virtually all of the remaining opposition parties to 
boycott the elections in protest. The opposition also alleged that the government relocated or 
delayed opening voting booths in opposition neighborhoods, recorded fraudulent votes, inflated 
voter turnout, forced government employees to attend pro-government rallies, and implicitly 
threatened to withhold food boxes from those who did not vote correctly.65 Over a dozen 
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countries in the Americas condemned Maduro’s reelection as illegitimate.66 Maduro also faces 
accusations that he accepted $35 million in bribes to award government construction contracts to 
Brazil’s Odebrecht construction company, part of a scandal that has engulfed officials 
throughout Latin America.67 Nevertheless, Maduro insists that criticism against him and the 
collapse of Venezuela’s economy are part of an anti-socialist conspiracy.68 
 
Today, Venezuela’s economy is in a seemingly irreversible freefall and it is unclear how much 
longer the regime and ordinary Venezuelans can hold on. Although oil prices have risen again, 
PDVSA has been unable to benefit from the price increase because its unmaintained oil facilities 
are falling apart and its employees have emigrated, been removed in political purges, or simply 
lost all commitment to their work.69 Many employees looted copper and electrical equipment on 
their way out, further hampering PDVSA’s recovery.70 Currently, PDVSA is in default on its 
bond payments and has been ordered by an International Chamber of Commerce arbitral tribunal 
to pay over $2 billion dollars to an oil company whose assets were seized by Chávez.71 An ever-
growing stream of Venezuelans are fleeing to neighboring Brazil and Colombia, which have 
been overwhelmed by the attempt to provide adequate food, medical care, and housing for the 
often starving and sick refugees. Formerly middle-class Venezuelans beg and sleep on the streets 
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in Colombia and Brazil and Venezuelans who have remained at home engage in a constant 
struggle to find food and medicine.72 
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Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights. 
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